
Wyndo Initiates Groundbreaking Seed
Funding Initiative to Empower Local Retailers
with AI

Wyndo stands at the forefront of retail

evolution, equipping local stores to

enhance in-store customer experiences

and remain competitive against online

stores.

WINTER PARK, FL, USA, April 11, 2024

/EINPresswire.com/ -- Wyndo, the

innovative force in retail technology,

today announces the launch of its seed

funding initiative, building upon a formidable $300,000 pre-seed financial infusion from last year.

With a vision to transform brick & mortar operations, Wyndo integrates cutting-edge artificial

intelligence and machine learning technologies to invigorate the traditional retail landscape.

The renaissance of brick &

mortar retail is upon us,

with Wyndo at the helm,

their innovative team and

clear vision make them the

ideal candidate to lead the

charge.”

Michael Quatrini, CEO -

Capital Q Ventures Inc.

Elliott Saint-Pierre, CEO of Wyndo, articulates the ambition

behind the technology: "Wyndo stands at the forefront of

retail evolution, equipping local stores with AI-driven

insights to enhance in-store customer experiences and to

maintain a competitive stance against online

marketplaces."

Following the successful pilot of Wyndo 1.0, the company

has garnered positive responses from the retail

community, reinforcing its trajectory towards full-scale

deployment. Wyndo's dedication to elevating in-store

profitability and deepening consumer-retailer connections through data-driven strategies has

been met with anticipation and enthusiasm.

Capital Q Ventures, based in Maitland, FL, confirms its alliance with Wyndo in this pivotal seed

round. Michael Quatrini, CEO of Capital Q Ventures, remarks, "The renaissance of brick & mortar

retail is upon us, with Wyndo at the helm, their innovative team and clear vision make them the

ideal candidate to lead the charge."

http://www.einpresswire.com


Wyndo welcomes interest in its seed

funding round, with Capital Q Ventures

as the primary touchpoint for potential

investors.

About Wyndo:

Wyndo's mission is to synchronize

consumer demand with local retail

supply in real-time, facilitating an

increase in physical store traffic while

reinforcing the vital role of small

businesses in the fabric of the

economy. Utilizing the power of AI,

Wyndo aspires to create a harmonious

retail ecosystem that supports the

growth and sustainability of

community-focused commerce.

For additional information about

Wyndo and its mission, please visit

wyndoshop.com.

About Capital Q Ventures:

Established in 2017, Capital Q Ventures

has ascended as a premier global

capital collaborator. The firm

exemplifies an investment philosophy

that extends beyond financing,

nurturing business growth, and

advocating for the aspirations of entrepreneurs and management teams.

For more information about Capital Q Ventures, please visit capitalqventures.com.
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This press release can be viewed online at: https://www.einpresswire.com/article/702953303
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